Understanding
the impact of
COVID-19.

25th March 2020

Lockdown implemented as outbreak
evolves and cases continue to increase
The UK has been placed into a three-week lockdown after a sunny weekend sees increased visits
to parks and other green areas, sparking comments of irresponsibility and selfishness from the
government.

24th March

Number of Cases

8077

422

Deaths

The new restrictions will enhance and exacerbate effects that the market is already feeling.
Though non-essential businesses are being closed, their online offerings could remain, providing
them an opportunity to weather through these uncertain times or prepare for a post-pandemic
return to norm. As traffic is driven towards e-commerce, businesses need to ensure that they are
delivering the right messages to a conservative and cautious consumer, as well as maintain their
capacity to fulfil changing demands.

20MAR Exams cancelled as schools turn to different methods
of assessment as well as using current predicted grades.

22 MAR Caravan parks, campsites and tourist hotspots to be
closed in Wales as an influx of people looking towards nature
and outdoor activities. Branded as “selfish” and defies advice
against non-essential travel.
Source : BBC 2020
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23MAR A three week lockdown is implemented. No-one should
leave home except for a once a day exercise, food shop,
essential work and medical needs. All public gatherings of two
or more people banned, with all non-essential shops closed.

24MAR Hundreds of high street businesses expressed that they
will be withholding their quarterly rent payments, including
Burger King and Yo! Sushi who describe this decision as “not
really a choice.”

Consumers look for information as concern grows
They are concerned about…

47%

39%

Economic Outlook

Health

Do you have enough information on
Coronavirus?
17.7%

75.7%

Have enough information

Do not have enough information

Source : Kantar Webinar 2020, Yougov 2020
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20%

Consumers are adopting an information
first approach, with 40% prioritising
being informed and prepared. There is
most interest in how to diagnose
COVID-19, followed by prevention.

Scarcity

Level of fear towards Coronavirus
54% of consumers in the UK
are not scared of contracting
the coronavirus in w/c 17th
March, but this has slightly
declined since the beginning
of this survey w/c 2nd of
March. The increase of
concern could be linked to the
case numbers which have
been increasing exponentially.

Search behaviour reflects key concerns
around health, work and finances
Search Topics: Google Trends

100

For topics of health and business, search interest has increased dramatically since
mid February, peaking early on in w/c 16 Mar, where stricter measures and business
support are announced. A declining interest suggests in recent days suggest that
people feel more informed and confident about their knowledge.
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Source : Google Trends 24 MAR 2020
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In the past 30 days, the top search topics in google unsurprisingly show that the
Coronavirus is the nation’s top concern. This is supported via an increased search
for news.

Unsurprisingly, the active measures
being taken are impacting footfall
What measures have you taken to protect yourself from Covid-19 in the past two weeks (w/c 2nd – 16th MAR)?

70%
60%
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40%
30%
20%
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0%

Improve
Avoid crowded Refrain from Avoid contact
personal
public places
touching
wi th people
hygiene (e.g.
objects i n
who have/
washing hands
public (e.g. seem to have a
frequently,
using objects to
flu
using hand
press li ft
sanitiser)
buttons)

Retail Park Index

Avoid public Avoid travelling None of the
transport
above

UK National Index

Avoid physical Avoid going to
Avoid
Ask your doctor
contact with work (e.g. by consumpti on of for advice
tourists
working from
raw or
home)
uncooked meat

YOY %

FootFall Index

YOY %

FootFall Index

YOY %

22-Mar-2020

Sunday

84.13

-26.27%

20.60

-63.60%

18.65

-70.85%

21-Mar-2020

Saturday

120.37

-19.56%

56.59

-4.95%

44.57

-55.41%

20-Mar-2020

Friday

128.70

-5.52%

59.54

-0.35%

43.01

-39.05%

19-Mar-2020

Thursday

134.73

5.80 %

59.75

-1.01%

56.72

-21.56%

18-Mar-2020

Wednesday

139.31

5.37 %

60.35

-6.35%

52.13

-24.83%

17-Mar-2020

Tuesday

133.96

5.73 %

64.44

-13.42%

52.72

-19.76%

16-Mar-2020

Monday

139.81

5.83 %

74.43

34.04 %

57.17

-13.93%
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Stop sending
Wear a face
children to child mask when in
care or school public places

UK Town Centre Index

FootFall Index

Source : Yougov 2020, Shoppertrak 2020

Other

The trajectory of decreased footfall will peak as
the UK is placed into lockdown. Prior to this, the
town centre index has continued to plummet
considerably compared to other metrics. Retail
parks experienced an increase early last week as
consumers prepare for a stay at home lifestyle by
shopping for essentials.

And in some instances being
transferred into online traffic
E-Commerce

E-commerce players in the UK are experiencing mixed traffic, with M&S
experiencing the largest decline. In times of crisis, relatively high-end brands will
struggle to maintain interest, as a shift in spending habits focus on necessities and
“new essentials.” On the other hand, online only brands with diverse offerings
such as Amazon and eBay have gained traction compared to previous months.

Categories overview

Website traffic showed that travel and related categories have experienced a sharp
decline. With an immobilised shopper base, grocery delivery has trended upwards,
particularly in the beginning of March. As a result, food delivery has seen a shrink
in demand but this is expected to only be short-term.
Source: Similarweb 2020 UK
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The advent of the stay-at-home economy
What can we learn from China?

What does this mean for you?

As China has now entered the stage where there are no new domestic cases of
COVID-19, many lessons could be learnt from a country that is close to returning to
a post-pandemic new norm.

In order to “future-proof” in these uncertain times, businesses must accelerate and
strengthen their digital offering. In times where businesses are quieter, the
decreased tasks may provide a window for “modernising” the business, rather than
wait till a new normal where the pace picks up.

Chinese consumers showed mindset which was reflected in consumers adjusting to
the new pandemic era by trying out new things, with a strong emphasis on the
digital sphere. Consumers are trying to live a replica of their normal life by finding
replacement activities, looking online for both everyday needs as well as leisure.

In the UK, there are many sites that are no longer taking orders due to the increase
in demand including Ocado, suggesting that retailers have not prepared sufficiently
for the changed attitudes and behaviours.

80% would resume
dining and traveling, a
positive sign for the
experiential economy.

Source, Guardian 2020, Kantar Webinar 2020
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Majority of consumers
expressed an interest in
continuing to wear
masks and taking
greater care of their
hygiene

25% would continue in
spend reduction for
luxury products

The behaviours that are beginning to emerge
Consumer generated content in social posts
No, seriously
40%
Memes and selfies
that are usually
light hearted,
frivolous and funny
have taken a
serious stance in
this pandemic.

Longing for nature
17%
As people are
made to stay inside,
it seems they are
thinking of nature
and the outside
world more
frequently

Laptop Lives
13%
People are
switching to a
“stay-at-home”
lifestyle via
switching their
social and work
lives into the digital
sphere

Sofa & Snuggles
13%
Getting
comfortable and
cosy with people
and pets that
matter to us in this
uncertain climate.

Creativity & Craft
9%
As days grow
longer, with less
outdoor time,
people are turning
to creativity and
DIY.

The new essentials
6%
People are sharing
content on the new
things and activities
that have become
important to their
lives.

Source : Kantar Webinar 2020
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There have been 89M posts around coronavirus since Jan 1 2020, with a strong
concentration of comments around travel and mobility in the UK. Kantar has shared
some of the key themes identified some images shared by people.

Media is being consumed differently
TV & Video: Lockdown will lead to
price deflation April-June and
increased day-time viewing

Online & Social: Increased traffic and
engagement across all devices as people
look to stay in touch and informed from home

•
•

10-15% increase in viewing across both
commercial, terrestrial and Video on Demand,
particularly news

•

Dispersion of Impacts across dayparts

•

Challenges for scheduling, but opportunity
to utilise back catalogue of content

•

Initial increase in Catch up viewing and downloads,
driven by binge watching (box sets) - likely increase
in Netflix subscription and Disney+ likely to do well
on launch (24th March)
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•

•

•

Online & Social seeing significant increase in traffic
and active users, on desktop as well as mobile,
primarily to News (+25%), Government (+313%),
Health, Entertainment and Streaming sites
Whatsapp and Messenger use exponential as
people stay connected virtually – Vodaphone
reporting a 30% rise in Mobile internet traffic
Social platforms well placed to help advertisers
with tactical performance activity if managed
sensitively
Facebook has provided the World Health
Organization (WHO) with as many free ads as they
need to help stop misinformation

Radio: Trusted platform seeing huge uplift

•

66% of consumers believe Radio is the most
trusted news source (Ofcom)

•

Offering news, entertainment and critically
connection’s with audiences, Audio is well placed
to continue to see enlarged growth in listenership

•

Live radio streaming (+24%), Podcasts (+10%) and
smart speaker usage all up YOY and WOW

Media is being consumed differently
OOH: Likely to be heavily impacted
during lockdown

•

Cinema: Closed for now

•

The film industry is one that has been hit hard in
the current climate, with
launches being postponed (Bond etc)
and some productionsbeing released
directly online

•

Trusted editorial is going to be more important
than ever in these times as people turn to
publishing brands for reliable, curated and edited
news whilst also providing a welcome distraction
from the global pandemic

•

There could be a Q4 boom if a state of equilibrium
is reached by then with
multiple releases

•

The challenge for publishers will be maintaining
this coverage and content at a time when Print
readership and revenue could be falling

Some environments will be impacted more than
others with travel and commuter sites in obvious
decline and large cities impacted
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News & Publishing: Flying Online, Print
editions reliant on delivery and likely
to suffer in the short term

And there are opportunities for brands
who have a role to play in the crisis
News & Publishing: Flying Online, Print editions reliant
on delivery and likely to suffer in the short term
OOH: Likely to be heavily impacted during lockdown
TV & Video: Lockdown will lead to price deflation April-June
Online & Social: Increased traffic and engagement across all
devices as people look to stay in touch and informed from
home, but fewer clients in market. Social auctions are
c. 25% cheaper YoY at a total level
Radio: Trusted platform seeing huge uplift in listenership
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Cinema: Closed for now

Ways your brand can play a vital role

#1

#2

Source : Kantar Webinar 2020
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#3

#4

#5

#6

Some great examples

Example Brand Responses
Ford: USA

Guinness: USA

Ford’s coronavirus-response campaign takes a practical and useful
approach by introducing a car payment relief program with the tagline
“built to lend a hand. ” The marketing director Matt VanDyke explains
that the brand are refocusing from sales to reassuring to the people in
a time of crisis.

As bars and pubs are shutdown, alcoholic brands take a major hit.
Guinness stands out by taking a positive empathetic approach to the
cancellation of St Patrick’s Day parade and parties with the slogan
“don’t worry we’ll march again.”

Source: Adage 2020
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